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a b s t r a c t

When two rough surfaces slide against each other, two main behaviors can be observed at the
asperity level: A ductile behavior where the asperities tend to smooth out or a brittle behavior
where the asperities detach and form debris. Recently, a critical length scale controlling the transition
between both behaviors was identified. Its formulation depends only on material properties and a
geometrical factor (of the order of unity). This finding was achieved thanks to molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations with hardness-tunable interatomic potentials. However, the materials studied so far
have been homogeneous. Here, the work is extended to a class of simple heterogeneous materials with
random fluctuations of their properties. A comparative study of the heterogeneous materials against
an equivalent homogeneous material is conducted to study the influence of the local variations on the
global behavior. It is found that the critical junction size formula works well for hard materials up
until a certain ductility threshold after which a third behavior, mixing shear localization and mode
II crack opening, appears. There is a transition zone, larger for the heterogeneous material, from
the ductile to the brittle behaviors due to local fluctuations and non-deterministic nature of finite
temperature atomistic simulations. Local fluctuations render the heterogeneous material weaker than
the equivalent homogeneous material and thus, following the critical junction size formula, should
lower the probability of forming debris. While this effect can be observed in the single asperity
simulations, its magnitude is lower than expected, hinting at the dichotomic effect of local variations:
while they increase the overall ductility, they also create particularly brittle areas prone to crack
nucleation.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Tribology is the science of contacting surfaces in relative mo-
ion: it is the study of friction and wear. Tribological processes
re omnipresent in the modern world, in fact frictional losses and
eplacement of worn parts are estimated to represent 23% of the
lobal energy expenditure [1]. It is thus critically important to
nderstand and to be able to predict wear and friction. However,
ost models are phenomenological in nature and use empirical
arameters to fit experimental results [2]. One reason for this is
he complexity of the physics and chemistry involved, as tribo-
ogical processes mix solid and fluid mechanics, material science
nd roughness over several scales. Another factor is the difficulty
o observe tribological processes in real time, as the sliding has
o be stopped to observe the surfaces.

Simulation of tribological processes can give a glimpse of
he mechanical phenomenon that the experimentalist eye can-
ot yet reach. For adhesive wear, which happens when both
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surfaces are of similar hardness and have significant adhesive
forces between them, two basic competing views co-exist on the
mechanisms at the asperity scale. On the one hand, Holm [3]
suggested that wear happens by plastic deformation of the as-
perities, resulting in a smoothing process. This has been observed
both in experiments [4–8] and in atomistic simulations [8–10].
However, this does not explain the formation of debris (some-
times called third body or gouge depending on the field) at the
interface. Also, by taking this idea to its logical end, the two
surfaces should cold weld after sufficient sliding, which does not
happen systematically. More often, a steady-state of friction is
reached [11].

On the other hand, Archard [12] explained adhesive wear by
the fracture-induced detachment of the asperities that then form
debris. This has been observed in experiments [13–16]. However,
up until recently, simulations did not manage to reproduce the
formation of debris.

An atomistic model devised in Ref. [17] captured for the first
time both mechanisms in a single model by using a family of
potential with tunable hardness. Thanks to this model, a critical
length scale dictating the transition from one mechanism to the
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ther was found, as detailed in the next paragraph. Building on
his work, other notable results were attained: the emergence of
elf-affine roughness in simulation similar to the one observed in
ature [18], a new formula for wear rate from first principles [19]
r a possible explanation for the transition from mild to severe
ear at a critical load [20].

ritical junction size When asperities touch, they do so over an
rea that we call junction. By varying the size of the junction
hile keeping the material properties constant, it was found
hat large junctions lead to a behavior similar to Archard model
hereas smaller junctions lead to a behavior closer to Holm
redictions. An energy argument has been put forward and was
erified numerically: a debris is formed when the stored elastic
nergy becomes larger than the energy necessary to create a crack
nd detach the asperity [11,17]. This led to the formulation of
critical junction size d∗ only from material properties and a
eometric parameter as:

∗
= λ

2γsurf G
τ 2
el

, (1)

where γsurf is the surface energy, G is the shear modulus, τel
he elastic shear strength and λ is a geometry factor capturing
the shape of the asperity, the path of the fracture and the area
plastified (of the order of unity [17,20]).

This critical junction size provides an explanation for disc-
repant results where some experiments lead to a gradual smooth-
ing [4,6,7,16,21–24] and others to debris formation [15,16,25].

However, the atomistic simulation of critical junction size
and related wear topics [17,19,20,26] considered homogeneous
materials. Completely homogeneous materials are rare in nature
and heterogeneities, such as porosity, grain structure or inclu-
sions, are often to be found. These heterogeneities create local
fluctuations of mechanical properties and can greatly influence
the global behavior. Here, we propose to extend the study of the
critical junction size to a simple type of heterogeneous material,
through the use of atomistic simulations. The range of possible
heterogeneous patterns is large and thus a simple heterogeneous
material is devised for this study: a bi-material high-entropy
composite, where the two components are well mixed [27]. The
insights acquired from the study of this material can then serve
as a baseline for more complex composites.

2. Methods

All simulations are run using the MD software LAMMPS [28]
and are constrained to be two-dimensional in space. Unless oth-
erwise mentioned, all units are rendered dimensionless (reduced
units) by taking a reference energy ϵ0, length r0 (respectively the
depth and distance of the potential well) and atomic mass m0
as well as a unity Boltzmann constant kB = 1. The resulting
reductions are summarized in Table 1.

Tunable model potentials Interatomic pair potentials whose in-
elastic properties can be tuned are used in this work [29]. The tail
part of the potential can be modified without changing the energy
well, implying that the plastic properties (strength, hardness,
etc.) can be changed without affecting the elastic ones (stiffness,
equilibrium lattice spacing, surface energy, etc.). The use of such
potentials has proven to be an essential tool to reproduce brittle
debris formation at computationally-affordable scales [17,19,29].

The potential energy can be expressed as:

V (r)
ϵ0

=

{ (1 − eα(r−r0))2 − 1 r < 1.1r0,
c1 r3

6 + c2 r2
2 + c3r + c4 1.1r0 ≤ r ≤ rcut , (2)

0 rcut ≤ r,

2

here r is the interatomic distance, ϵ0 the depth of the well,
0 the interatomic distance of the bottom of the well and α =

.93 r−1
0 is a parameter that tunes the stiffness. The tail of the

otential can be shortened or elongated with rcut , the parameters
1, c2, c3 and c4 are chosen to ensure continuity of the potential
nd its derivative at r = 1.1r0 and r = rcut .

igh-entropy composite Since the short-range interaction between
toms does not vary when the ductility is tuned, the equilibrium
attice spacing also remains the same, meaning that ‘‘brittle’’
nd ‘‘ductile’’ atoms can be used interchangeably in a lattice at
quilibrium without affecting the lattice structure or creating
nternal stress. We make use of this property to create a so-called
igh-entropy composite: starting from a grid of brittle atoms, a
andom fraction f is replaced by ductile atoms, as illustrated in
ig. 1a. Three pair potentials, whose profiles are drawn in Fig. 1a,
re used: a short-tailed brittle one, Pb (rcut = 1.42 r0), between
rittle atoms, a long-tailed ductile one, Pd (rcut = 1.71 r0), between
uctile atoms and an intermediate one, Pm (rcut = 1.56 r0), be-
ween brittle and ductile atoms. The lower limit of rcut was chosen
o that ductile behavior could still be observed for very small
unction size of a few atoms but quickly transitioned to brittle
ehaviors. For the upper limit of rcut , the transition happens at a
omputationally affordable scale of around 100 to 200 atoms.

quivalent homogeneous material The stochastic nature of the
reation of the high-entropy composite will lead to local fluc-
uations in the distribution of the ductile and brittle atoms, and
hus spatial fluctuations of the mechanical properties. While at
arger scale, some properties of the composite (such as stiffness)
re expected to homogenize well, some might depend heavily on
hese local variations. For example, the presence of a cluster of
rittle atoms around a point of stress concentration could lead to
he earlier formation of a crack and a global brittle behavior in a
ase where ductile behavior would have been expected if only the
omogenized properties had been regarded. To quantify this local
ffect, an equivalent homogeneous material can be defined, using
single average-atom pair potential Ph between all atoms [27].
his equivalent material has, for example, the same stacking fault
nergy in average. Then, the differences between the homoge-
ized material and the composite can be interpreted as a measure
f the influence of local effects. The equivalent potential Ph can be
ound with the following expression adapted from Ref. [27]:

h(f ) = (1 − f )2Pb + 2f (1 − f )Pm + f 2Pd, (3)

ith f the fraction of ductile atoms that would be in the high-
ntropy composite. The terms f 2, f (1 − f ) and (1 − f )2 are the
roportions of bonds using the ductile, medium and brittle pair
otentials, respectively.

hear strength Three material parameters appear in the critical
unction size formula Eq. (1). On the one hand, the surface energy
nd the tangent shear modulus at small strain are dependent on
he short range interactions of the interatomic potentials. Thus, in
ur case, they are independent of the fraction of ductile atoms f
or both the homogeneous material and the composite. On the
ther hand, the shear strength is highly dependent on the tail
art of the potentials and thus is expected to vary with f . Thus, it
ould be useful to know the dependence of the shear strength
n f to verify if the prediction of critical junction size applies
o heterogeneous materials. However, at the atomic scale, the
eaning of shear strength is not well-defined, and is dependent
n the crystalline structure. In this paper, we focus on the shear
trength along a slip plane of the hexagonal lattice. The most-
onstrained measurement is with the GSF (Generalized Stacking
ault) curve whose maximum derivative gives the ideal shear
trength [31,32]. Here, the movement parallel to the shearing is
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Fig. 1. a. Square box of composite material, initial state on top, deformed on the bottom. The red atoms are linked to the brittle potential, the blue ones to the
uctile. Atomistic simulations snapshots made with OVITO [30]. b. Profiles of the three interatomic potentials used for the high-entropy composite material. c. Typical
hear simulation results with the volume-averaged virial shear stress as a function of the shear strain for three different fractions of ductile atoms f . In black, the
onsidered shear strengths. d. Domain and boundary conditions of contacting asperities simulations. The jagged lines correspond to the assumed crack paths for the
alculation of the geometric factor λ in the critical junction size formula [Eq. (1)]. (All quantities in reduced units as summarized in Table 1). (For interpretation of
he references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Table of reductions used to render all quanti-
ties dimensionless. These reductions are com-
mon within the atomistic simulation community
and are sometimes referred to as Lennard-Jones
reduced unit. kB is the Boltzmann constant.

Quantity Reduction

Distance r0
Mass m0

Energy ϵ0

Time r0
√
m0ϵ

−1
0

Velocity
√
m−1

0 ϵ0

Force ϵ0r−1
0

Pressure ϵ0r−3
0

Temperature ϵ0k−1
B

Shear rate r−1
0

√
m−1

0 ϵ0

totally constrained. The equivalent homogeneous material has the
same GSF curve as the composite in average, over realizations or
for a box large enough. Thus, both materials have the same ideal
shear strength. However, local variations present in the com-
posite may have an effect on other measurements of the shear
strength. The approach chosen for this work to evaluate shear
strength is slightly less constrained than the GSF curve: a square
box with periodic boundaries is sheared and the maximum vol-
ume averaged virial stress attained is picked as the shear strength
as represented in Fig. 1a and b. Here, local variations present
in the composite are expected to have an impact on the mea-
surements and the behavior of the composite and the equivalent
homogeneous material should diverge. To find the dependence of
the shear strength on f , the shear strengths of both the composite
and equivalent uniform material were measured for different
fractions f of ductile atoms. The size was varied until convergence

was observed to catch size effects. As the results depend on the

3

initial configurations, 30 realizations of each fraction and size
were run. The box is populated with atoms on a hexagonal lattice,
with a lattice constant corresponding to the equilibrium one at a
temperature of 0.025. Initial velocities are distributed at random
and scaled so that the initial temperature is 0.05. The box is
deformed at a shear rate of 0.001 and the time integration is
solved via a NVT scheme with a Nose–Hoover thermostat [33,34]
set at 0.025 and with a time step of 0.005. The shearing is parallel
to a weak plane of the lattice. The resulting stress considered is
the overall virial stress. The size of the box is a multiple of the
lattice constant to avoid initial tension at the parallel boundaries.
From these simulations, both the shear modulus and the shear
strength can be determined: the shear strength is the maximal
shear volume-averaged virial stress attained (see Fig. 1b) and the
shear modulus is taken as the slope between the origin and the
stress at 0.5% shear deformation.

Single asperity simulation To investigate how the composite be-
haves in an adhesive wear scenario, sliding simulations where
each surface has a single asperity can be used. The asperities
collide and may either smooth out plastically or detach, creating
rolling debris. Compared to rough surfaces sliding simulations,
they allow an easier control of the asperity shape and contact
junction size. Here, another type of simulation is used: we start
with two surfaces connected by a bridge of minimum width
d as represented in Fig. 1c. The bridge represents two asperi-
ties already in contact so as to readily control the junction size
and to facilitate the post-processing. This simplification has been
validated in previous work [35,36] to have little effect on the
outcome. The goal is to identify if the bridge detaches and forms
a rolling third body or if it plastically crushes out when a sliding
motion is applied. For each fraction f , different junction sizes are
tested in order to catch the transition from one behavior to the
other. A normal pressure P = 0.25 is applied to the top and
bottom boundaries, the bottom row of atoms is held in place
horizontally and a horizontal velocity v = 0.015 is imposed on
the top row. This velocity is small enough to rule out dynami-
cal effects. The left and right boundary conditions are periodic.
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Fig. 2. a. Shear strength of the high-entropy composite for different box size L. b. Shear strength of the high-entropy composite and equivalent homogeneous material
t different fraction f , averaged over 30 realizations. Also plotted is the rule of mixture (Eq. (5)) that matches well the ones of the composite.
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he atoms are arranged in a hexagonal lattice, with a lattice
onstant corresponding to the equilibrium one at a temperature
f T = 0.025. Initial velocities are distributed at random and
caled so that the initial temperature is 0.05. A six-atom-thick
ulk-velocity-corrected Langevin thermostat [37] is present on
he top and bottom, set at T = 0.025. The time-integration is
one through a Verlet algorithm with a timestep of 0.005.

ritical junction size As the shear strength can be dependent on
he length scale considered, the definition of d∗ is implicit:

∗
= λ

2γsurf G
τ 2
el(d∗, f )

. (4)

For each fraction f , d∗ was found thanks to a fixed-point iteration
algorithm. As the shear strength is known only for the specific box
sizes d at which it was measured, a linear interpolation was used
to estimate the shear strength between those box sizes.

The geometric pre-factor λ corresponds to, in the two-dim-
ensional case, the ratio of the total length of the cracks necessary
to detach the asperity to the plastically sheared area (in 3D, it
is volume and area respectively). For the specific geometry used,
the pre-factor is λ = 1.35 considering horizontal cracks close to
the base of the bridge (as shown in Fig. 1c) and the area between
the cracks completely plastified.

3. Results

3.1. Shear strength

Size effect There is a strengthening effect with diminishing box
sizes, as shown in Fig. 2. The strengthening is only observable
for smaller box and plateaus to a finite value for larger box. This
effect is expected when heterogeneity is present, as a smaller
domain is less likely to have weak spots (such as a large cluster of
ductile atoms). If these defects have a greater than linear effect,
then the overall strength of larger samples is lower. A useful
analogy for this behavior is a chain, which is as strong as its
weakest link: larger chains have a higher likeliness of having a
weak link and thus are weaker in average. In another view, this
effect could be compared to Hall–Petch strengthening [38,39] for
poly-crystalline materials, which consists in an increase in the
strength of the material with the inverse of the square root of
the grain size.

Rule of mixture In Fig. 2, both the shear strength of the composite
and the homogeneous material for the largest box1 as a function

1 Where the small size strengthening effect can be neglected.
4

of the fraction of ductile atoms are plotted. While the shear
strength of the equivalent homogeneous displays an almost linear
relationship with the fraction, the strength of the composite is
lower. A new formulation for the rule of mixture was found
to match well the numerical results. It relates the ratio of the
strength of the pure components to the one of the composite as
such:

τ (f )
τd

=

( τb

τd

)f A

, (5)

with τ (f ), τd and τb the shear strengths of the composite at frac-
ion f , of the pure ductile and pure brittle materials respectively.
he only empirical constant is A = 0.5 ± 0.05, depending on the
ox size. The almost-square-root exponent arises from the fitting,
e have not found a first principal explanation thereof.
The gap in strength between the high-entropy composite and

he equivalent homogenized material is attributed to local effects.
ndeed, in the composite, there may be clumps of ductile atoms,
hich display lower shear strength: a dislocation is more likely
o initiate in these areas and then lead to lower global shear
trength. The composite with a fraction of ductile atoms close to
.5 are more heterogeneous than the one with f close to zero or
ne, they have more defects and thus the gap in shear strength
ith the equivalent homogeneous material is larger.

.2. Debris creation

lobal behavior The contacting asperities simulations resulted in
hree distinct behaviors. For low-ductility simulations, up to a
raction of ductile atoms of f = 0.7, the behaviors observed are
similar to previous work [17]: for large junction sizes and more
brittle material, the outcome will be a debris-inducing behavior
with tensile cracks opening on the base of the asperities (Fig. 3
top) whereas the behavior will be ductile and results in a smooth-
ing of the surfaces and eventually cold-welding for a smaller
junction size and more ductile material (Fig. 3 middle). For high-
ductility simulations, a third behavior appears: plastic shearing
concentrates at the base of the asperities and cracks open through
in-plane shearing on either or both bases of the asperities. The
vertical pressure closes the horizontal crack eventually and thus
prevents debris-creation. When no vertical pressure is applied,
the asperity does detach. It should be noted that the atoms are
arranged in a hexagonal lattice with a slip plane parallel to the
shearing motion, thus facilitating this behavior.

Transition zone Even with a fixed geometry and homogeneo-
us material, the outcome of the simulations is stochastic in
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Fig. 3. Snapshots of simulations at increasing sliding distances s, evidencing the three outlined behaviors: brittle and debris-forming on top, ductile and smoothing
in the middle and mix in the bottom. All the simulations have the same junction size d = 30. The red atoms are linked to the brittle potential, the blue ones to
he ductile. The sliding distance s and the fraction of ductile atoms f in the annotation. Atomistic simulations snapshots made with OVITO [30]. (For interpretation
f the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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e

ature because of the initial random velocity distribution due
o the finite temperature. For high-entropy composite, it is even
ore stochastic. Thus, for each configuration (junction size d and

raction of ductile atoms f ), the simulations were run for five
ealizations. Focusing on the low ductility simulations (f < 0.7),
he results were split in two categories depending on whether
rolling third body was present at the end of the simulation. In
ig. 4, there is a point for each configuration and the shade of blue
o yellow represents the part of realizations where roller debris
re observed. For both the composite and the homogeneous
aterials, two zones clearly appear in the f − d plane: for higher
uctility and small junction size, the bridge smooths out whereas
third body is formed for higher junction size and lower ductility.
hese two zones are separated by a transition zone. To better
apture the transition, 40 realizations at f = 0.5 and for varying
unction sizes were run for both materials, the results are plotted
n Fig. 5. The transition has an S-curve shape, starting at zero
meaning no debris creation) for small junction size and going
o one for higher junction size (meaning that a rolling third body
as observed in all simulations). This fraction from zero to one
an be interpreted as the probability to observe debris creation
n a realization at a given junction size d. In other words, it is
he probability P(d∗ < d) that the critical junction size d∗ is
ower than d: in this view, the S-curve is a cumulative density
unction of the random variable d∗. By assuming that d∗ is drawn
rom a normal law, which is a good fit to the data, we can
btain the mean critical junction size d̄ as well as its standard
eviation SD (indicative of the size of the transition zone) from
he distribution:
 F

5

(d∗ < d) =

∫ d

−∞

1

SD
√
2π

e−0.5
(

x−d̄
SD

)2
dx. (6)

As expected, the transition zone for the composite material (SDcomp
= 8.4) is greater than the one for the homogeneous material
(SDequi = 5.0) as the random local fluctuations of the composite
reate a greater range for variations between realizations.

ritical junction size From the shear strengths measured before, it
s possible to compute, for both the composite and homogeneous
aterial, the predictions of the critical junction size formula,
s plotted in Fig. 4. For the homogeneous material, there is a
ood agreement between the simulation results and the predicted
ritical junction size: the curve falls in the transition zone. For
he composite, according to the critical junction size formula, the
ower measured shear strength should lead to a more ductile
ehavior than the homogeneous material. While this is indeed
eflected in the results, the effect is not as strong as expected
nd the critical junction size of the composite falls between both
redictions. This points at the existence of a brittle mechanism
aused by local variation of the hardness: the presence of brittle
atches may favor an early crack initiation, leading to a more
rittle global behavior.

. Conclusion

The comparative study of the heterogeneous material and the
quivalent homogenized one has yielded several salient results.
irst, a simple homogenization scheme is not sufficient to capture
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Fig. 4. Results of single asperity sliding simulations, a. Equivalent homogeneous material and b. High-entropy composite. Each point represents five realizations at
a given fraction of ductile atoms f and junction size d, the shade from blue to yellow gives the proportion of simulations that lead to debris creation, as indicated
by the legend on the right. The blue line corresponds to the critical junction size d∗ calculated with the shear strength of the equivalent homogeneous material, the
green line with the shear strength of the composite. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Fig. 5. Fraction of simulations that lead to debris creation out of 40 realizations
for a fraction of ductile atoms f = 0.5, for both the composite and homogeneous
quivalent material. The dashed lines are the cumulative density functions of the
ormal law fitted to the data, with the mean d̄ and standard deviation SD in
he annotation. The vertical lines correspond to the prediction of the critical
unction size formula (Eq. (1)) for the composite and homogeneous material.

he effect of local variations, at any scale. Indeed, even though
he two materials studied have the same GSF curve in average
nd thus the same ideal shear strength, the high-entropy com-
osite appears weaker when tested with other methods of shear
trength measurement. The occurrence of clusters of ductile atoms
n the composite favors the onset of dislocations and thus reduces
on-linearly the overall shear strength.
Following the critical junction size formula, the lower shear

trength should lead, all else being equal, to a more ductile
ehavior in adhesive wear scenarii. While such an effect has been
bserved, the composite is not as ductile as predicted. This could
e explained by particularly brittle spots offering ideal conditions
or crack nucleation. Once a crack has opened, the probability of
lobal brittle behavior is increased. Thus, both brittle and ductile
pots influence the global behavior.
A new behavior of asperity yielding, mixing large plasticity and

ode II crack opening was uncovered for highly ductile materials.
n this case, the critical junction size fails to appropriately predict
he behavior.
6

Finally, while the family of heterogeneous materials studied
here is simple, its stochastic nature leads to complex results.
It highlights that the critical junction size d∗ cannot be inter-
preted as a deterministic rule. Rather, it can be seen as the
mean of a probabilistic distribution describing the chance of
forming debris and resulting in a S-curve-shaped transition zone
between ductile and brittle behavior. The design space of the
high-entropy composite described here depends on only a single
bounded parameter (the fraction of ductile atoms f ). This allows
running parametric studies without dimensionality issues. No
explicit assumptions were made on the structure or scale of the
heterogeneities, making it an ideal baseline model for the study
of more structured composites.
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